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	Augmented reality (AR) offers a live direct or indirect view of a physical, real-world environment, where the elements and surroundings are augmented by computer-generated sensory input such as graphics and GPS data. It makes a game more real. Your social media app puts you where want to be or go. 


	Pro Android Augmented Reality walks you through the foundations of building an augmented reality application. From using various software and Android hardware sensors, such as an accelerometer or a magnetometer (compass), you'll learn the building blocks of augmented reality for both marker- and location-based apps.


	Case studies are included in this one-of-a-kind book, which pairs nicely with other Android development books. After reading Pro Android Augmented Reality, you'll be able to build augmented reality rich media apps or integrate all the best augmented reality into your favorite Android smartphone and/or tablet.


	What you’ll learn

	
		How to use most Android cameras
	
		How to find the user's location with GPS data
	
		How to detect movement and orientation of the device
	
		How to program against the accelerometer and compass
	
		How to use the AndAR library in marker recognition
	
		How to create an artificial horizon for your app
	
		How to integrate the Google Maps API into AR apps
	
		How to build enterprise augmented reality apps using the case studies in this book



	Who this book is for


	This book is for Android developers familiar with Android programming, but new to the camera, accelerometer, magnetometer and building augmented reality applications in general.


	Table of Contents

	
		Applications of Augmented Reality
	
		Basics of Augmented Reality on the Android Platform
	
		Adding Overlays
	
		Artificial Horizons
	
		Other Features of Augmented Reality
	
		A Simple App Using AR
	
		A More Complex Project Using More AR Features
	
		A Project Using All AR Features
	
		An AR Game
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The ComSoc Guide to Next Generation Optical Transport: SDH/SONET/OTNJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	A comprehensive guide to SDH, SONET, and OTN


	The ComSoc Guide to Next Generation Optical Transport provides a unique overview of SDH and OTN for engineers who are new to the field, as well as manufacturers, network operators, and graduate students who need a basic understanding of the topics. Fully up-to-date with the...
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The Project Management Communications ToolkitArtech House Publishers, 2004
Although the focus of this book is specific tools that support project communication,
the media that support those tools are critical. In a handful of years, the modes and
capabilities of the information storage and transfer media will have doubled or
tripled in type, speed, and capacity—that is the nature of modern...
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CCNP(R): Cisco Internetwork Troubleshooting Study Guide (642-831)Sybex, 2003
Here’s the book you need to prepare the latest Cisco Internetwork    Troubleshooting Support (CIT) exam, 642-831. This Study Guide provides:
	In-depth coverage of key exam topics    
	Practical information    on troubleshooting and optimizing Cisco internetworks    

...
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Rethinking Young People’s Marginalisation: Beyond neo-Liberal Futures? (Youth, Young Adulthood and Society)Routledge, 2018

	
		In the 21st century myriad earth systems – atmospheric systems, ocean systems, land systems, neo-Liberal capitalism – are in crisis. These crises are deeply related. Taking diverse and multiple forms, they have diverse and multiple consequences and are evidenced in such things as war, everyday violence, hate and...
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Grzimek's Student Animal Life Resource - Insects and Spiders (2-vol. Set)Gale, 2005
Grzimek's Student Animal Life Resource: Insects and Spiders offers readers comprehensive and easy-to-use information on Earth's bugs. Entries are arranged by taxonomy, the science through which living things are classified into related groups. Each entry includes sections on physical characteristics; geographic range; habitat; diet;...
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Infections and the Cardiovascular System: New Perspectives (Emerging Infectious Diseases of the 21st Century)Springer, 2003


	Infectious agents have been recognized to involve the heart and vascular

	system for well over a century. Traditional concepts and teachings of their

	involvement in the pathogenesis of disease have been by a few established

	mechanisms. Bacterial and occasionally fungal microorganisms were known

	to invade and multiply on the...
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